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Bob Dylan Download

In some cases (Idiot Wind, Lily, Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts) Dylans vocals are so exaggerated its impossible to believe
hes singing about himself; in others, its so naturalistic and lived-in (Simple Twist of Fate, Buckets of Rain) that its hard to
believe hes singing about anyone else.. The irony was that as the persona got muddier and his sense of it more elastic, the
material got clearer and simpler.. From the stuttering opening chords of Political World to the noirish slow-burn Man in the
Long Black Coat, its also obvious that Bob Dylans updated sound dovetailed with fresh songwriting inspiration.. The album
stays in your head long after the harmonica-stoked last chords of the melancholic-yet-hopeful closer, Shooting Star.. But as
much as Blood is remembered as the postmortem of an ordinary human marriage, it also kicked off a decade for Dylan that
included the Rolling Thunder Revue, an embrace of backing vocalists, a radical conversion to Christianity, and, eventually,
synthesizers.. Interestingly, Dylans early sketches of the songssome compiled on 2018s archival release More Blood, More
Tracks, some only surviving as notesare more lyrically direct than what ended up on the album.. The haunting Daniel Lanois
production captures Dylans mood, and his croaking vocals, perfectly.. His on-point band here includes Dire Straits guitarist
Mark Knopfler and heroic reggae rhythm section Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare.

Part of the allure was that Blood was the first time in years Dylan had sounded so serious.. Meanwhile, younger artists like
Bruce Springsteen and Patti Smith were taking Dylans approach to poetry and the romance of the American myth in new
directions, with Born to Run and Horses, respectively.. While haunting biblical imagery peppers the aching pop of Jokerman,
the rocking Neighborhood Bully details Israeli conflicts in the Middle East, and blues-charger Union Sundown scorns Americas
outsourcing of jobs.. There are moments of stillness here, moments of reflection and purity. And then theres Dylans decision to
scrap several of the albums stark early sessions for takes recorded in Minnesota with a hired backing band Dylan barely knewa
gesture that made the final product sound livelier and more self-assured, but also strangely impersonal.. The spare and loose
Trying to Get to Heaven and the mysteriously beautiful Not Dark Yet are album centerpieces, while Til I Fell in Love You, with
its droning organ, tells us that new love isnt without deep tensions and anxiety.
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In other words, what you hear on Blood on the Tracks is, in part, an artist negotiating how thick they want to make their shell..
You could see how it might be reassuring to hear an artist as willfully impenetrable as Dylan sing something as humble as
Buckets of Rain, or a line like Youre an idiot, babeIts a wonder that you still know how to breathe: The geniushes finally letting
his guard down.. Not that Blood on the Tracks laid Dylan bareif anything, the albums grace is how carefully it walks the line
between confession and allegory, wallowing and reflection, the folksy and the cryptic.. Self Portrait, New Morning, Nashville
Skyline, John Wesley Harding: For years after his 1966 motorcycle accident, almost everything Dylan did seemed like an
attempt to subvert peoples expectations of what it meant to be Bob Dylan.. By the time the album came out, the singer-
songwriter phenomenon Dylan had been unwittingly lumped in with had mostly dispersed, orin the case of artists like Paul
Simon and James Taylorbecome part of pop more generally.. Still, the yen to get to the bottom of the albums inspiration makes
sensean emotional payload this heavy and you want the reassurance it actually happened to someone.
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